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Overview Course

Lecture 1: Tracking - Basics and Reconstruction

Lecture 2: Basic Principle of Detectors

Lecture 3: Gaseous Detectors
    Classification of Gaseous Detectors
    Gas Choice
    Drift Detectors
    Micro-Pattern Gaseous Detectors

Lecture 4: Semiconductor Detectors
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History of Gaseous Detectors

1908: First wire counter used by Rutherford 
    E. Rutherford and H. Geiger, Proc. Royal Soc. A81 (1908) 141

1928: Geiger-Müller Counter - single Electron sensitivity
    H. Geiger and W. Müller, Phys. Zeits. 29 (1928) 839

1945: Proportional tubes

1967: Multi-wire Proportional chambers
    G. Charpak, NIM 62 (1968) 262.

1988: First MPGD invented by A. Oed: MSGC
    A. Oed, NIM A263 (1988) 351.

2004: ASIC-based highly pixelized Readout of MPGDs
   R. Bellazzini, NIM A535 (2004) 477.
   H. van der Graaf, NIM A535 (2004) 506.   
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Classification of Gaseous 
Detectors

using the example of wire-based tubes 
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Voltage-Gain Dependence

Voltage range can be divided into
6 sections:

1) Recombination

2) Ionization Chambers

3) Proportional Counters

4) Streamer Counters

5) Geiger-Muller Counters

6) Destruction
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Ionization Detectors

In ionization detectors the gas gain is G=1.

=> Individual particles can not be detected, only fluxes of many particles.

Typical readouts are: 
● Charge the detector once and see the voltage decay.
● Measure the current needed to sustain the HV.

Applications:
1) Dosimetry
      - background measurement
      - medical radiation exposure
      - activity of radioactive sources
2) Accelerator beam monitors

=> Not used in HEP experiments. https://arxiv.org/abs/1207.4585v1.pdf
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Proportional Counter

Means:
Signal is proportional to the charge 
deposited in the drift volume.

Does not mean:
Signal proportional to the voltage 
applied to the electrodes.
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Electric Description of 
Counting Tubes

To very good approximation the electric field 
corresponds to that of a cylindrical capacitor.
=> starting from Maxwell equation:

Integrating over the surface/volume gives

Integrating then over the radius r:

using the last 2 equations gives
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Signal Formation (I) 

Using Ramo-Shockley theorem: Looking for weighting field E
w
 and 

weighting potential 
w
. → Set 

w
(a)=1,   

w
(b)=0

Calculate the charge dQ
S
= -qE

w
dr. Assume for this, that N e–/ion pairs are 

 created at r=r
0
.
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Signal Formation (II)

In contrast to planar geometry, the weighting field has a 1/r dependence and 
the contribution of electrons and ions depend on r

0
. Assuming typical values 

for a = 10 µm, b = 10 mm and r
0 
= b/2. The ratio is

Since primary e–/ions are too few, the secondary ionization counts. They are 
created in the vicinity of the wire → r

0
 = a+, where ~1 µm 

To calculate the signal current i
S
= Q

S
E

w
v

D
 we also need drift velocity and Q

S
.
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Signal Formation (III)

So, the signal current is given by:

Integrating time from the release of the charge at t=0 to t gives the charge 
collected at the readout electrode

And knowing the detector capacity, one gets the voltage signal:
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Signal Formation - Example

Example with typical values of a proportional counter: 
a = 10 µm, b = 10 mm, l = 20 cm                => C = 8.05 pF
V

0
 = 2 kV → µ+

Ar
  =1.7 cm2/Vs

G = 104   →  Q = N·e·G = 100·e·104  = 1.6·10-13 C
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Signal Formation - Summary

• The electric field is large close to the wire (r≈a)
     => avalanche near wire: Q ≈ q×G = q × 104–7

         => secondary ionization has a much larger effect on signal 
      than primary ionization

• From there (µm’s away from wire) the electrons reach the wire fast 
=> very small and fast e- component of Qtot

• Ions move slowly away from wire => main component of Qtot(t)

• Signal only relevant after avalanche ionization → quasi only Q+(t)

• The signal has a characteristic ln(1 + t/t
0

+) shape.
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Proportional Counters

Initially single tubes were build and used for specific small experiments.
However, areas were too small and electronics too expensive/ not sensitive 
enough.

Today large trackers are built with this technology.

Panda straw arXiv:1307.4537

http://www.fz-juelich.de/ikp/DE/Forschung/ExperimentelleEntwicklungen/
DriftrohrKammern/DriftrohrKammern.html
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ATLAS - TRT
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https://cds.cern.ch/images/CERN-GE-0803014-01

Inner detector consist of ~370,000 straw tubes
arranged in ~30 layers
diameter 4 mm
Wires: 31 µm thick gold plated tungsten
=> Space point resolution ~130 µm

https://www.fsp103-atlas.de/e17619/e17620/ http://particle.mephi.ru/en/research/atlas/trt/

Barrel coverage:
r: 560 - 1080 mm 
|z| < 720 mm
50,000 straws
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ATLAS-TRT
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Between layers, a radiator is used.
Particles with a high -factor produce X-ray photons at transitions.
=> Important for particle ID

Gas has to detect X-ray photons (energy of 10-20 keV)
 => mixture used is Xe:CO

2
:O

2
 (70:27:3)
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Multi-Wire Proportional Chamber
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NP 1992

break through in tracking, 
because tracks became 
electronically recordable
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More Dimensions

Measurements along the wire is difficult → best results perpendicular to wire.
To get second dimension – instrument cathodes with strips
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Use different angles to identify ghost hits
For high occupancies: use several 
detectors with slight rotation.
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Limited Proportionality

operation point: G > 106  → strong 
secondary ionization
space charge effects (stationary ion 
cloud decreases the electric field at 
the anode), destroy 1/r shape near 
wire, saturation of signal sets in 

This is sometimes wanted, when the 
number of particles is to be 
determined by the total signal height; 
e.g. when slow (1/2 !) protons shall 
give the same signal height as m.i.p.s 
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Streamer Tubes
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• Regime at G > 108 is complicated and several effects can take place. It strongly 
depends on detector geometry and gas mixture, which effect predominates. 

• At G > 108  the field between ion tail and e– head of the avalanche become as 
large as the external field → they compensate

• In low field area e– and ions recombine and emit UV photons which create
new avalanches preferentially in the direction of the E-field

• The new avalanches merge and move ~10 times faster than the original
avalanche due to the photon emission

• Effect can be used in detectors → fast, high and localized signals
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Geiger-Muller Counters

At gas gains G > 108, many UV-
photons are produced 
leaving the area of gas amplification.
Initiate new avalanches
→ the whole wire is affected

No space and energy measurement 
possible → only particle counting
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Drift Detectors
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Drift Cambers
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If the time of the particle passing through the detector is known, the drift 
time to the gas amplification stage can be measured
If the drift field and drift velocity are known additional information can be 
deduced. 
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Large Cylindrical Drift Chamber

In large cylindrical drift chambers many wires are stretched from one 
endcap to the other.
Anode wires (diam: 30 µm) and potential wires (diam. 100 µm) alternate. 

Open cell Closed cell Hexagonal cell
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Ambiguities and z-Resolution

To solve the left-right ambiguity the 
sense wires can be staggered

For a z-measurement  either  some 
wires are placed with a stereo angle

or resistive wires can be readout out 
on both ends – either run time or 
charge division gives z-position.
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CDF Central Outer Tracker

https://www-cdf.fnal.gov/virtualtour/central_outer_tracker.html

Length of active 
    volume:              3.1 m
Inner radius:         43.4 cm
Outer Radius:     132.3 cm
Magnetic field:        1.4 T
Gas:         Ar:Ethane 50:50

Sense wires:     30,240 (diam 40 µm)
Potential wires: 42,840 (diam 40 µm)
Grouped in 8 superlayers with 96 
supercells.
4 superlayers have a stereo angle of 2°

Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A526: 249, 2004
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Time Projection Chambers (TPC)

● Large gas filled volume
● Particles traversing the volume ionize the gas
● Electrons drift towards the endcaps
● Signal is amplified and generates a 2D picture
● Measuring drift time allows the reconstruction of 3rd dimension 
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Advantages of a TPC

● Good spatial resolution (O(100µm))
● Good energy resolution with dE/dx
● Large number of measurements
● Truly 3-dimensional detector 
      (no ambiguities)
● High granularity
● Robust tracking in high multiplicity 
      environment
● Low material budget (O(1-10% X0))
● Very homogeneous (only gas)
● Comparably cheap

STAR-collaboration webside
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Gating

During the readout cycle, the gate is open, electric field is quite 
   homogeneous, electrons and ions can pass between the wires.
While gate is closed there is V ≈ 100 V between neighboring wires.
 → Field lines form a barrier, e– and ions are guided towards the wires.
Since ions are very slow, they need several bunch crossings before 
   being neutralized.

NIM A252 (1986) 403
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Areas of Application
1) High Energy Physics
         PEP4, Aleph, Delphi, ILD
          → problematic is the long drift time and ion gating, 
               which is not compatible with modern high collision rates

2) Heavy Ion Experiments
         STAR, ALICE
          → here the robustness in the case of high track densities is of 
               utmost importance        

3) Rare Events Searches
          T2K, XENON, DRIFT
          → In these experiments the detector material is also the target
               material. Therefore, the large active volumes with large active   
               masses are important.
               Often liquid detector material (lAr) is used to increase the          
               mass. Great place to have new ideas (negative ion TPC, direct 
               light detection, double phase readout)
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T2K-TPC

T2K experiment measures v
µ
 → v

e
 oscillations.

Near detector characterizes the v
µ
-beam 280 m after the target with 

 3 TPCs in a low magnetic field (B = 0.2 T)
 They use Bulk-Micromegas as gas amplification stage - about 9 m2.

=> First large area application of a MPGD
Each TPC has the dimension of 2× 70 cm × 90 cm × 200 cm

dp
t
/p

t
 < 10 % @ 1 GeV

   To measure E-spectrum
Absolut dp

t
< 2 % 

  To measure m2

32

dE/dx < 10 %
  To separate µ and e

NIM A 632 (2010) 108

T2K – collaboration websides
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ALICE -TPC

The chamber was designed to study the heavy 
ion collisions at the LHC 
(Pb with 2.7 TeV/nucleon → √s = 574 TeV ).
→ Expected multiplicity of 8000 tracks per event 
on average and up to a maximum of 20000 
tracks per event 
The drift field must have a value of 400 V/cm to limit 
the t

drift
 to 90 µs.

a) The central cathode has to be put to 100 kV  →     
For insulation an extra gas layer of N

2
 was placed 

around the field cage.
Drift velocity is not saturated → all changes in 
parameters have to be prevented.
b) Temperature must be stable at a level of T = 0.1 K 
→ Heat shield towards 
     surrounding detectors, cool all electronics

Length:  5 m
Diameter:  5 m
=> Volume: 90 m³
Ne:CO

2
:N

2
 85.7:9.5:4.8
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ALICE-TPC Performance
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International Linear Collider
International Linear Collider (ILC)  
is a linear e+e- colliders with
√s = 500 GeV – 1TeV 

International 
Large Detector
- Standard HEP
   detector
- TPC as main
   tracker

TPC Requirements : 

MPGDs in TPCs
● Ion backflow can be strongly reduced
• Small pitch of gas amplification regions  
  => strong reduction of E×B-effects
●  No preference in direction 
   => all 2 dim. readout geometries 
   possible
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EUDET Test Facility

DESY DESY

LCTPC-collaboration studies MPGD detectors for the 
ILD-TPC. Various gas amplification stages are studied: 
GEMs, MM and GridPixes.
Large Prototype has been built to compare different 
detector readouts under identical conditions and to 
address integration issues.

Setup consists of:
PCMAG: B < 1.2 T, 
e– test beam: E = 1- 6 GeV
Movable support structure
LP Field Cage Parameter:
 length = 61 cm
 inner diameter = 72 cm
 drift field: E ≈ 350 V/cm
 made of composite materials: 1.24 % X

0

Modular End Plate
  7 module windows, size ≈ 22 × 17 cm2 
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CERN-GEM Modules (DESY)

Design goals:
 - Minimal dead space
 - Minimal material budget
 - Even surface of GEMs
 - Stable operation

Solution:
 - Triple GEM stack
 - Thin ceramic mounting grid
 - Anode divided into 4 sectors
 - No division on cathode side
 - 4829 pads (1.26×5.85 mm²)
 - Field shaping wire

Test beam setup
 - 3 partially equipped modules
 - 7212 channels of ALTRO electronics
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Spatial Resolution
Transverse spatial resolution Longitudinal spatial 

resolution

For fitting the drift dependence

                                                 was used.

For azimuthal dependence:
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Local Field Distortions

Field distortions 
from E and B 
inhomogeneities,
e.g. non-perfect 
E-field at gap 
between modules

Correction methods: Alignment correction: 
Fitting many tracks 
 with Millipede
Optimizing rotation and
 alignment of modules
 at B = 0 T

Distortion correction:   
Systematic shift of    

residuals derived from    
10 % of data, applied to all
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Micromegas Modules

Resistive ink
~2(?) MΩ/□

Resistive Kapton
~5 MΩ/□ Standard

2 Resistive Kapton
~3 MΩ/□

SACLAY

Micromegas give rather thin signals
  → hits are collected by one pad
  → degrades spatial resolution
  => use resistive layer to spread 
       signal over several pads!

Modules have large pads (3×7 mm²)
1728 channels per module
connected to AFTER electronics.
Several resistive layers have been tested
9 modules built in a miniseries.
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Ion Feedback and Gating
Primary ions create distortions in the electric field which 
result in O(<1µm) track distortions including a safety margin of estimated BG.

● Machine induced background
     has 1/r shape
● Ions from gas amplification 
     stage build up discs
● Track distortions are 20 µm
     per disc without gating device,
     if IBF is 1/gain
● Total: 60 µm => Gating is needed

● Wire gate is an option
● Alternatively: GEM-gate
● Simulation shows: 
   Maximum electron transparency
   is close to optical transparency
● Fujikura Gate-GEM Type 3
   Hexagonal holes: 335 µm pitch, 27/31 µm rim
   Insulator thickness 12.5 µm
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Gas Choice
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Counting Gases
For most applications the following requirements are important:
1) A high ionization density 
2) High drift velocity
3) Low diffusion
4) No attachment
5) High ionization rate 
       (high first Townsend coeff.)
6) No aging

=> noble gases fulfill this best

But: Noble gases produce UV-photons when they recombine with electrons 
at an electrode.

N 
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Quencher
Quenchers are added to absorb the UV 
  photons produced by the noble   
  gases in the gas amplification stage.
They should have many energy levels
  below the lowest noble gas level.
Careful: long molecules tend to break 
  up in the gas amplification and poly-
  merize on electrodes, in particular with
  traces of water.
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Gas Mixtures
Drift properties like drift velocity, diffusion coefficients etc. are difficult 
to predict → simulations are necessary

Some properties can be easily calculated by weighting the values of pure 
gases: e.g. dE/dx, radiation length
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Requirements for ILC-TPC

1) Good spatial Resolution: Need high ionization density → Ar/Kr/Xe
2) Drift velocity of e– should be large, to empty the drift volume fast
3) Drift velocity should have a maximum at low electric fields
      Important to minimize effects of inhomogeneities in the E-field
4) Low diffusion coefficient at B = 4 T
5) No attachment 
6) As little multiple scattering as possible (Ar better than Kr or Xe)
7) Gas should have as little H atoms as possible
8) No aggressive gases or those prone to cause aging

Original mixture: Ar:CO
2
:CH

4
  93:2:5          

Now :Ar:CF
4
:iC

4
H

10
 95:3:2
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Requirements for ALICE TPC

● Prime goal at the ALICE -TPC is to reduce the ions in the drift volume:
 For this neon is a good choice, since

     Ne has a lower ionization density: mips produce only 
        16 e-/ion pairs per cm, as compared to 90 for Ar
    Ne-ions have a 3 times higher drift velocity than Ar-ions

● ALICE has a low magnetic field (B = 0.5 T)
   Hot gases with a high  do not help to reduce the diffusion 
    → cold gases are better (CO

2
): 

● Low multiple scattering
   Also for this Ne is better then Ar

● Needs more stability → add some N
2
 as quencher

   which does not change the drift behavior
● No aging

RUN1: Ne:CO
2
          90 : 10

RUN2: Ne:CO
2
:N

2
     85.5 : 9.5 : 5
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Aging

Aging is mainly caused by the deposit of insulating layers on the electrodes. 
Layers are built by the breaking of organic molecules in the gas 
amplification and afterward by polymerization of the free radicals often with 
remnant water vapor. The thin anode wires of MWPCs are easily coated.

Grupen
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Micro-Pattern Gaseous Detectors
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Micro-Strip Gaseous Counters

In 1988 A. Oed introduced the age of micro pattern gas detectors.

● Ions drift faster to cathode → no space charge effects
● Spatial resolution 

x
~30 µm (10×  better then MWPC)

● Gas gain limited by e– emission from cathode
● Destructive sparks because of charge up between 
    cathode and anode
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Other MPGDs
Many new geometries were tested, …

NIM A471 (2001) 264

but only 2 prevailed
GEMs and Micromegas
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Gas Electron Multipliers

1 4 0  µ m 5 0  µ m

3  µ m

GEMs are made of a copper-kapton-
copper sandwich, with holes etched
into it. 'Standard CERN-GEMs' have 
a hexagonal pattern with:
Hole pitch           140 µm
Hole diameter  50-70 µm
Often GEMs are stacked to reduce 
the discharge probability

CERN CERN
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GEMs

A large number of experiments have lead to a fair understanding of the 
enormous parameter space in GEM-detectors.

low ion backflow

NIM A530 (2004) 251

discharge
probability
of the 
tracker of
COMPASS:
<10-12
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GEM Geometries

IEEE-NSS ConfRec, 2009

30 cm

Cylindrical GEMs

Spherical GEMs

Frascati
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Further Reducing the IBF

Microhole & Strip plate

Ion collection

Gas amplification

Gas amplification

Jinst 2006 10 P10004
Jinst 2007 08 P08004
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More GEM-types
COBRA

Ion backflow  = 0.0027%
electron collection efficiency is only 20 %

NIM A 598 (2009) 116.

THGEMs: holes can be either etched or drilled into a PCB
→ mechanically more stable, but holes are larger and further apart.

Electricly more stable with a 
rim around the holes.
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Micromegas

To broaden the 
Signal shape the 
readout pads are
Covered with a 
resistive foil 

discharge
probability 
of the 
tracker of
COMPASS:
~10-6

Micromegas consist of a mesh 
placed 50-100 µm above the 
readout pads. Gas amplification 
takes place in the gap between 
the grid and the pads.
 → Small signal widths.

NIM A581(2007) 254
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Production of Micromegas

1. Bulk-Micromegas

Bulk Micromegas produced by lami-
nation of a woven grid on an anode

First Micromegas had quartz spacers between mesh and readout
  many test followed: e.g. with fishing lines
IMPORTANT: optimize for high gains and good energy resolution 
  => keep gap between grid and anode as precise as possible

2. Microbulk-Micromegas

Microbulk Micromegas produced by 
etching from kapton/copper sandwich
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Resistive Anodes

The latest area of interest is the application of resistive material for 
 electrodes, analog to RPCs, to avoid and/or stop discharges:
If a streamer develops, the current in the electrode towards the point
 of discharge is limited, therefore, the electric potential drops locally and 
 the streamer breaks down. 
Also the charges are not drained from the other electrode → also drop of 
 electric potential between electrodes.

RETGEM characteristics:
0.3-0.8 mm, pitch 0.7- 1.2 mm,
thickness 0.5-2 mm. 
Resistivity: 200-800kΩ/cm
Kapton type: 100XC10E / PVC

Micromegas with resistive r/o
RE-GEM
Sandwich of resistive 
kapton and bonding 
sheets, possibly also 
a liquid crystal polymer
Holes are laser drilled

Even resistive MSGC !

MPGD2011, presentation Wotschack

MPGD2011, presentation Yoshikawa

NIM A576 (2007) 362
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Advantages of MPGDs

● Ion backflow can be reduced significantly
  => continuous readout might be possible
• Small pitch of gas amplification regions (i.e. holes) 
  => strong reduction of E×B-effects
• No preference in direction (as with wires)
  => all 2 dim. readout geometries can be used
• No ion tail => very fast signal (O(10 ns)) 
  => good timing and double track resolution
• No induced signal, but direct e--collection
  => small transverse width 
  => good double track resolution
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Improving Micromegas: GridPix

50 µm

Could the spatial resolution of single 
  electrons be improved?
Ar:CH

4
 90:10 →  D

t 
= 208 µm/√cm 

      →  = 24 µm
Ar:iButane 95:5 →  D

t 
= 211 µm/√cm 

      →  = 24 µm
Smaller pads/pixels could result in 
better resolution!
The GridPix was invented at Nikhef.

Standard charge collection:
● Pads of several mm²
● Long strips (l~10 cm, 
     pitch ~200 µm)
Instead: Bump bond pads are used 
as charge collection pads.
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Readout by Light

During gas amplification also light is produced. 
This can be read out by highly sensitive cameras
   → welcome back the nice track images of bubble chambers. 

CCD 
camera

2D readout

PMT
timing 
signal

Stack of 3 GEMs
gain ≈ 5x104Field shaper

20 
cm

6
1

Alpha track from 220Rn decay 
with GEM holes visible in inset
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